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NEW QUESTION: 1
What options are available in the maintenance order when you analyze costs using value
categories?
(Choose two)
A. Summary of actual costs across multiple cost elements
B. Display of costs by responsible work center
C. Display of values in an alternate currency
D. Display of costs by individual operations
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
The PRIMARY goal of a web site certificate is:
A. preventing surfing of the web site by hackers.
B. authentication of the user who surfs through that site.
C. authentication of the web site that will be surfed.
D. the same purpose as that of a digital certificate.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Authenticating the site to be surfed is the primary goal of a web certificate. Authentication of a
user is achieved through passwords and not by a web site certificate. The site certificate does
not prevent hacking nor does it authenticate a person.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are a business analyst for a retail company that uses a Microsoft SQL Server Analysis
Services (SSAS) multidimensional database for reporting.
The database contains the following objects:

You must create a report that shows, for each month, the Internet sales for that month and the
total Internet sales for the calendar year up to and including the current month.
You create the following MDX statement (Line numbers are included for reference only.):
You need to complete the MDX statement to return data for the report.
Which MDX segment should you use in line 01?
A.
B.
C.
D.
Answer: A
Explanation:
The following example returns the sum of the Measures. [Order Quantity] member, aggregated
over the first eight months of calendar year 2003 that are contained in the Date dimension,
from the Adventure Works cube.
Copy
WITH MEMBER [Date].[Calendar].[First8Months2003] AS Aggregate(
PeriodsToDate(
[Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Year],
[Date].[Calendar].[Month].[August 2003]
)
)
SELECT
[Date].[Calendar].[First8Months2003] ON COLUMNS,
[Product].[Category].Children ON ROWS
FROM
[Adventure Works]
WHERE
[Measures].[Order Quantity]
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/mdx/aggregate-mdx

NEW QUESTION: 4
An analysis of a customer's current environment reveals a peak of 6,600 IOPS with 4,500 writes
and 2,100 reads. The sample was gathered at 10-minute intervals. Given this information, what
is a reasonable IOPS target for the Tier 1 drives in a Dell EMC SC Series solution?
A. 15,000 IOPS
B. 12,000 IOPS
C. 7,000 IOPS
D. 9,000 IOPS
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
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